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Abstract— Common applications of sensor networks in-
clude continuous monitoring where sensors are deployed
over a region and the sensed data are gathered at a
distant base station periodically. In each round of data
gathering, our MITECRO protocol minimizes the total
energy consumption of the sensor network. This may
however unbalance energy consumption over all sensor
nodes. As a result, few nodes may die earlier than the
others. Experiments show that MITECRO nearly doubles
the network lifetime compared to existing protocol that
optimally balances all sensors’ energy consumption. Since
MITECRO cannot ensure 100% node availability through-
out the network’s lifetime, overall sensing coverage might
be compromised. We argue that the more sensor nodes
have overlapping sensing coverage, the better our protocol
will perform in maximizing network lifetime without
significantly compromising overall sensing coverage.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORKS

A typical application of Sensor Network (SN) iscon-
tinuous monitoring[1]. Here, a group of Sensor NoDes
(SNDs) are deployed in an area to monitor their vicinity
for some parameters (e.g., temperature, humidity). They
also periodically inform a distant Base Station (BS).
Most SNDs are locally powered. Therefore, they need
to be energy efficient in communicating with the BS.
Since a SND can communicate with other nearby SNDs,
there are many options for transmitting sensed data to the
BS. Hence, a large number of recent researches on SN
address the issue of energy efficiency [1], [2], [3], [4].

Most of these works try to keep 100% SND alive
as long as possible. Unlike them, we try to minimize
the total energy consumption of the SN, which typically
results in few early SND deaths. As the experiments
show, if a protocol that optimally delays the first SND
death (i.e., that balances all SNDs’ energy consumption)
is used, then when 100% SNDs die, our protocol keeps
nearly 50% of them alive. Moreover, these 50% can serve

almost the same amount of time - doubling the total
network life.

Since our protocol does not avoid early SND deaths,
network sensing coverage might be compromised.
Conversely, the more SNDs’ sensing coverage overlap,
the better our protocol will perform in maximizing
network lifetime without significantly compromising
overall sensing coverage.

A. Paper Organization

Section II develops the formal network model and
postulates necessary to demonstrate our SN data gath-
ering protocol. This section also describes the protocol
at the end. Section III documents our experiment envi-
ronment including initialization biases. It also describes
and analyzes the experimental results. Section IV finally
concludes the paper.

II. M INIMUM TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION

PROBLEM AND SOLUTION

A. The Data Gathering Problem (DGP)

The Data Gathering Problem (DGP) of a SN is for-
mally documented in [5]. Here we will state the same
problem for relevance.

Consider a static, location-aware SN of n SND and
a BS labeled n+1. Each SND stores information as it
monitors its vicinity. Assume that every SND produces a
simple data packet (PKT) per time unit - called a RouND
(RND). This PKT must be transmitted to the BS within
that RND.

Axiom 1: At each RND, all alive SNDs must transmit
1 PKT to the BS.

Unlike the BS, each SND[i] has a finite, non-
replenishable energy ENRG[i]. Whenever a SND trans-
mits or receives a PKT, it consumes some energy.



The amount of energy consumed by the SND can be
estimated by a Radio Model (RM). So the accuracy of
any solution of DGP is influenced by the accuracy of
the RM used in estimating SNDs’ energy consumption
during PKT transmission and receipt.

Axiom 2: A SND is DEAD if the BS hasn’t yet
received a PKT from this SND in the current RND and
there is no way that the BS can receive a PKT from this
SND in the current RND.

Corollary 1: ENRG[i] = DEAD is not a sufficient
condition for ENRG[i] to be 0.

Proof: Let n = 1 and ENRG[1] = e6= 0 such
that e is not sufficient to transmit a PKT to the BS
(counterexample).

Most previous research, such as [4], [5], and [6],
defined the lifetime T of a SN to be the RND until the
first SND dies. Contrary to these, we define T to be the
RND until the last SND dies and in this case however
SND death patterns must be analyzed carefully before
any solution to the DGP can be judged. The redefinition
of T is necessary as because in many applications of SN,
SNDs often die without significantly compromising the
overall network sensing coverage (e.g., when they have
overlapping sensing coverage).

A data gathering schedule or SCHEDULE specifies,
for each RND, to which node or BS, a node will transmit
its own PKT and all the PKTs passed to it by other nodes
(if any). This means that a SCHEDULE is actually a
solution of DGP.

Theorem 1:A solution of DGP is a SCHEDULE.
The following axiom helps lessening the information

a SND needs to know to route its PKT to the BS at each
RND. In real implementation, this will reduce protocol
initialization overhead.

Axiom 3: At any RND, a SND can transmit PKTs to
one and only one SND or to the BS.

B. Data Gathering without Data Fusion

A SND aggregates multiple PKTs from other SNDs
that are routed through it toward the BS. This aggre-
gation can reduce overall energy consumption if the
aggregated PKT is smaller than the combined size of
the received PKTs. The process is known asdata fusion
- typically performed in SNs to reduce energy consump-
tion. However, the extent of data fusion is hard to esti-
mate since it fully depends on thedata screening method.
The data screening method is of course determined by
the particular application and the query involved. The
issue is out of the focus of this research. So we consider
a variation of DGP that allows no in-network data fusion.

Axiom 4: If a SND receives r simple PKTs and adds
k simple PKTs, then it transmits a complex PKT with
almost equivalent size of r+k simple PKTs.

C. The Radio Model (RM)

Our RM is based on the first order RM described in
[1]. In this model a SND consumes RMCRC = 50 nano
joule/bit to run the transmitter or receiver circuitry. It
consumes RMAMP = 100 pico joule/bit/meter2 for the
transmitter amplifier. Thus, the energy consumed by any
SND to receive an M-bit PKT is given by,

RCV LOSS = RM CRC × M (1)

On the other hand, the energy consumed by SND[i]
to transmit the same PKT to SND[j] is given by,

TRNS LOSS[SND[i], SND[j]] =

(RM CRC + RM AMP × D[i, j]2) × M (2)

Here, D[i,j] is the distance between SND[i] and
SND[j] in meters.

Axiom 5: To transmit a complex PKT containing k
simple PKTs to another SND or to the BS, a SND
consumes k times the energy it consumes to transmit
one simple PKT to the same recipient.

Proof: Since our DGP does not allow data fusion
(section II-B), the proof is trivial from equation 2.

D. The Minimum Total Energy Consumption Problem
(MITECP)

The MInimum Total Energy Consumption Problem
(MITECP) is a more restricted version of the DGP stated
in section II-A. A solution of MITECP is therefore a
subset of all solutions of DGP. Recall from Theorem
1 that, a solution of DGP is a SCHEDULE. Hence, a
solution of MITECP is also a SCHEDULE.

We will now define MITECP by describing the char-
acteristic of its solution SCHEDULEs.

Definition 1: Let S be a solution of MITECP. If it is
possible to create another different SCHEDULE, say S2,
with the same lifetime T (i.e., the total number of RNDs),
then during these T RNDs, the total energy consumed by
all SNDs will be greater than or equal to that of S.

E. The Minimum Total Energy Consumption at Each
Round Problem (MITECROP)

The MInimum Total Energy Consumption at each
ROund Problem (MITECROP) is self explanatory. A
proof of the equivalence of MITECP (section II-D) and



MITECROP is given below using logical contradiction
and mathematical induction.

Our proof of the equivalence of MITECP and MITE-
CROP will complete if we can prove Theorem 2 and
3.

Theorem 2:A SCHEDULE SA of MITECROP is
also a solution of MITECP where both have the same
lifetime T.

Proof: Suppose that SA is not a solution of
MITECP. So there exists at least one RND where SA
consumes more energy thansomesolution SCHEDULE
of MITECP. But this is impossible since SA consumes
the minimum total energy at each RND. Hence, SA must
be a solution of MITECP.

Theorem 3:A SCHEDULE SB of MITECP is also
a solution of MITECROP where both have the same
lifetime T.

Proof: Basis step:Theorem 3 is true when T = 1
since there is only one RND.Inductive step:To complete
the inductive step, we must show that the proposition:
‘Pk1 follows from Pk’ is true, where Pk1 = ‘SB is a
solution of MITECP implies that SB is a solution of
MITECROP for T = k+1’, and Pk = ‘SB is a solution of
MITECP implies that SB is a solution of MITECROP
for T = k’. Here, k is a natural number. According to Pk,
SB is a solution of both MITECP and MITECROP for T
= k. Let’s add 1 more RND to SB to make T = k+1. For
SB to still be a solution of MITECP, it must consume
the minimum energy at the (k+1)th RND. Otherwise,
another less total energy consumption SCHEDULE can
be constructed for T = k+1 with the first k RNDs of SB.
This however implies that if SB is a solution of MITECP
for T = k+1, then it consumes the minimum total energy
at each RND. In other words, SB is also a solution of
MITECROP for T = k + 1. This completes our proof.

F. Constructing a SCHEDULE with Minimum Total
Energy Consumption at Each Round (the MITECRO
algorithm)

The MITECRO procedure is shown in Figure 1. It uses
two utility functions (Figure 2 and 3), and one utility
procedure (Figure 4).

The MITECRO procedure first sorts all SNDs by
distance from the BS in ascending order. Then it creates
the PKT routing tree for the first RND. The routing tree
spans all SNDs and is routed at the BS. To minimize the
total energy consumption in the first RND, the algorithm
starts with the nearest alive SND. If it is possible for this
SND to transmit one PKT (its own one) to the BS, then it
must do so, since at least one SND has to communicate
with the BS in each RND and there is no other more

Fig. 1. The MITECRO algorithm: constructing a schedule with
minimum total energy consumption at each round.

energy efficient way to do so in the current RND. At this
point, this SND is considered to beadded. The procedure
continues with the next alive and nearest SND (nearest to
the BS). This SND first checks whether it can transmit
directly to the BS. Then it compares this transmission
cost with that of transmitting via alreadyaddedSNDs. It
chooses the path with the least total energy consumption.

In similar manner, all alive SNDs are added for the
current RND. If a SND cannot be added any way, it
is considered DEAD for the following RND, no matter
how much energy it actually has. The procedure quits
once all SNDs die. At this instant, T = RND.

The procedure gives a SCHEDULE for MITECROP
and MITECP with lifetime T.

1) The Recursive Nature of Edge Feasibility, Edge
Cost, and Edge Addition Algorithms:An edge is the
fundamental element of constructing the total minimum
cost data routing tree at each RND. An edge is indexed
with the RND number at the transmitting SND. It stores
information about [1] The receiving SND, and [2] the
number of PKTs to transmit. The number of PKTs will
be greater than 1 if the transmitting SND receives PKTs
from other SNDs in that RND.



Fig. 2. The edge-is-feasible utility function.

function edge_cost(RND, SND1, SND2)
returns edge cost

if SND2 = BS then return TRNS_LOSS[SND1, BS]
return TRNS_LOSS[SND1, SND2] +

RCV_LOSS +
edge_cost(RND, SND2, SND2.next_hop[RND])

Fig. 3. The edge-cost utility function.

Observe the recursive nature of edge-feasiblity, edge-
cost, and add-edge algorithms (Figure 2, 3, and 4 respec-
tively). Also, see the routing tree in figure 5. Consider
two SNDs from any edge, say SND[3] and SND[5].
It’s easy to see why edge feasibility and energy costs
propagate. The PKT that SND[5] transmits to SND[3]
increases energy consumption of all SNDs along the path
till the BS, not just SND[3]. Therefore, when deriving an
SCHEDULE for MITECROP, MITECRO has to consider
how a SND’s PKT transmission to a nearby SND affects
the distant SNDs’ energy consumption. This information
is then used to choose the most energy efficient path.

III. E XPERIMENTS

We simulated our MITECRO protocol and compared
it with the MLDR protocol [5]. MLDR develops an
integer program that specifies the constraints of the SN
and maximizes the network lifetime T. Here however,
T refers to the RND when the first SND dies. In other
words, MLDR gives a SCHEDULE that delays the first
SND death as long as possible. The solution is optimal
[5].

Unfortunately, as we are using a different definition
of T which considers the last SND death, and as MLDR
does not specify what to do after the first SND dies,
we needed to modify the MLDR protocol a little bit. To
keep the comparison fair, we allowed MLDR to follow
it’s own SCHEDULE till the first SND dies. There after
we applied our MITECRO protocol with the remaining

Fig. 4. The add-edge utility procedure.

Fig. 5. A MITECRO routing tree at a particular round - showing
how edge feasiblity and edge cost propagate. The 5th sensor node
transmits 1 packet to the 3rd sensor node. However, whether such an
edge is possible or most energy efficient is determined by notonly
these two nodes’ energy consumption, but by the energy consumption
of all the nodes in the packet routing path till the base station.

alive SNDs. As can be seen in the following sections,
even though MLDR performs great to delay the first
SND death, the subsequent SND deaths occur almost
instantly1!.

A. Simulation Environment

1) Common Platform:

• Operating System: Microsoft Windows XP Profes-
sional, Version 2002, Service Pack 2.

• Computer: Dell Latitude D600.

2) Specific to MITECRO:MITECRO was simulated
in Java (Java Development Kit JDK, Version 1.5.006).

1MLDR was actually designed to balance all nodes’ energy con-
sumption. Little unbalancing that occurs in simulation (see Figure 7)
is due to the floating point truncation error in MLDR linear program
solution.



3) Specific to MLDR:The MLDR integer program
was first constructed in Java program (same JDK). The
integer program was then solved by Maple (Version 10).
The solution was then imported back to the Java program
and used to build the SCHEDULE. New RNDs were
added to this SCHEDULE by applying MITECRO as
the first SND died.

B. Environment Initialization

All SNDs were initialized with 1.0 Joule energy. The
BS had no energy constraint. The default PKT size
was 1000 bits. We assumed that all SNDs can transmit
directly to the BS (i.e., they hadtransmission rangelong
enough to cover the BS).

1) Initialization Bias: We kept the BS away from the
SN. We did this since we used random SND distribution.
If the BS was inside the SN, then SND distribution could
highly influence the network lifetime T. Consequently,
a particular SCHEDULE for a particular random SND
distribution might have over or under estimated its actual
performance. Our sole focus was to observe the long
term SND death pattern, regardless of their distribution
strategy.

C. Simulation Scenarios

Table I lists all simulation scenarios.
1) BS Location:As we’ve mentioned ininitialization

bias, the BS was intentionally kept away from the SN.
It’s relative location was always (25, 150). That is, if the
simulation area was 50m× 50m, then the actual location
of the BS was (75m, 200m).

TABLE I

SIMULATION SCENARIOS

No. # Nodes Area(m× m) MITECRO MLDR
1 20 50×50 Tested Tested
2 50 50×50 Tested Computationally

Infeasible (CI)
3 100 50×50 Tested CI
4 20 500×500 Tested Tested
5 50 500×500 Tested CI
6 100 500×500 Tested CI

D. Scenario Replication

Each scenario was replicated 7 times using 7 different
Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) seeds. We
used thenextDoublemethod of thejava.util.Random
class (JDK 1.5.006) to generate the random positions
for all SNDs.

The PRNG seeds are 53, 977, 1879, 2081, 4463, 5399,
and 7727 for the 7 replications of each scenario.

E. Simulation Results and Analysis

Figure 6 and 7 show the simulation results2. Notice
that the axes are not scaling constraint.

Fig. 6. Simulation Results (Scenarios 1 to 3)

Fig. 7. Simulation Results (Scenarios 4 to 6)

1) Result Accuracy:The average STanDard DeVi-
ation (STDDEV) from the mean results are 9.46%,
16.18%, 10.07%, 11.34%, 6.76%, and 10.00% for
MITECRO scenario 1 to 6, and 2.33% and 14.23% for
MLDR scenario 1 and 2 respectively. We averaged the
STDDEVs for each scenario and each protocol over all
7 replications after every 10% SND death.

As might be guessed, our formula of deriving average
STDDEV was pretty strict. As a result, the deviations
seem consistent and not worry triggering even after the

2Our MLDR simulation results are consistent with earlier research
[5].



use of random SND distributions and 7 replications of
each scenario with 7 different PRNG seeds.

2) Result Analysis:On average, MITECRO gives
96.3% more lifetime than MLDR. But this only guar-
antees thatat leastone SND is alive in the SN.

What MITECRO ensures is that, if you take any
SCHEDULE with any lifetime, say 5 RNDs, and if you
also take a MITECRO SCHEDULE over the same SN
and with the same lifetime, the MITECRO SCHEDULE
will never consume more energy than that schedule.
The result is - no SND unnecessarily consume more
energy just because another SND is consuming more
energy. You can see why this ‘result’ is desirable by
reconsidering Figure 5.

As you can see from the figure, SND[1] is consuming
more energy by routing other SNDs PKTs. On the other
hand, SND[5] is consuming less energy by passing its
PKT to nearby SNDs and not routing other SNDs’ PKTs,
even though it is the farthest SND from the BS. If the
sole goal is to balance energy consumption, then we must
send some PKT to SND[5], or let SND[5] transmit its
PKT to farther SNDs or to the BS. Clearly, this will be
a deliberate effort to consume more energy!

In MITECRO, as the nearer SNDs (to the BS) are
used more, they die faster than the farther ones. Then the
farther SNDs have to communicate with the BS in a less
energy efficient way. However, since they have already
saved a lot of energy by transmitting via nearer SNDs,
they can still continue for a substantially good amount of
time. The intuition is clearly proved by our MITECRO
simulation results (Figure 6 and 7). The number of RNDs
that the SNDs communicated with the BS until the first
50% SNDs died is almost the same as what they did with
the rest 50%. The result is promising because if SNDs
are carefully distributed, a huge boost of SN lifetime
(almost double) can be obtained without significantly
compromising the overall sensing coverage.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we described a new protocol for sensor
networks to gather sensed data at the base station.
Our protocol minimizes the total energy consumption
of all sensor nodes at each round of data gathering.
Experiments show that an optimal protocol that delays
first node death consumes more total energy. As a result,
when the first node dies, rest of the nodes die almost in-
stantly. Compared to such protocol, ours proved to delay
the last node death almost 96.3% more. Delaying the last
node death, however, wasn’t the protocol’s primary goal.
It was just a consequence of minimizing total energy
consumption at each round of data gathering from the
sensor network.

The drawback of our protocol is the reduction of
overall sensing coverage as few nodes die earlier than
the others. We argue that the more sensor nodes have
overlapping sensing coverage, the better our protocol
will perform in maximizing network lifetime without
significantly compromising overall sensing coverage.
Our future work will address the issue of adapting
this protocol to different minimum sensing coverage, as
demanded.

For the sake of completeness, we add here that MITE-
CRO is a polynomial time complex algorithm, whereas
MLDR is an exponential time complex algorithm. This
means that for large sensor networks (i.e., sensor network
with many sensor nodes) MITECRO is computationally
more efficient than MLDR [5], [6].
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